The top industry pick of students from Latin America is TECHNOLOGY, followed by consulting services, financial services, and investment banking and asset management.

Most students from Latin America fall in the 24–30 AGE RANGE.

Before entering business school, candidates from Latin America are likeliest to study BUSINESS/ECONOMICS in their undergraduate studies.

For a higher-level business degree, Latin American students prefer a FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAM.

The most common post-GME role a Latin American candidate aspires to is a STRATEGY ROLE followed by jobs in general management and consulting.

A Snapshot of Business School Candidates from Latin America

Out of candidates from Latin America, most GMAT test takers are from FIVE COUNTRIES and a majority of these candidates are from BRAZIL.

The vast majority of candidates from Latin America are MEN.

Most students from Latin America fall in the 24–30 AGE RANGE.

Where are these candidates in their BUSINESS SCHOOL JOURNEY?

The most common post-GME role a Latin American candidate aspires to is a STRATEGY ROLE followed by jobs in general management and consulting.

For a higher-level business degree, Latin American students prefer a FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAM.

The most common post-GME role a Latin American candidate aspires to is a STRATEGY ROLE followed by jobs in general management and consulting.